HOW TO TRACK YOUR ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS

BE EMPOWERED!
Use the down arrow and select **Academic Requirements**. Then press >> to get results.
How to interpret your results...

Academic Requirements Legend

- **Symbol**: Courses completed at URI, transferred to URI, and credit earned through testing (usually AP exams).
- **Definition**:

- **Courses in progress** (current semester ungraded or previous semester and graded incomplete) or courses registered but the semester has not yet started. Unless specified otherwise, these courses will fulfill or partially satisfy a requirement in anticipation of their successful completion.
- **Courses entered through the Planner. Not currently in use at URI.**
- **Not Satisfied**: A requirement which needs additional courses or credits to be fulfilled. Usually, the courses that can be used to complete “Not Satisfied” requirements are listed below and are hyperlinked to the catalog and the semester section offerings pages.
- **Satisfied**: A requirement completed with graded and/or in-progress courses.
- **Units**:
  - **10.00 required, 10.00 taken, 10.00 needed**

**IMPORTANT**
Voila...you now have the information you need to graduate on time!